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HOW TO SHOW INVOICES ONLY ON AP
CHECK STUBS
When printing Accounts Payable checks, by default
Microsoft Dynamics GP will show you everything
applied, including credit memos and even non-check
payments made between the current check and the last
one. There are 2 ways to control this - globally for the
entire company, or one time for a particular check. Here
are the details:

Support for Windows 7 Ending
1/14/2020

Globally
Change the Payables Management Setup by going to
Tools > Setup > Purchasing > Payables, changing the List
Documents on Remittance setting to Invoices Only and
unchecking the List Previously Applied Documents on
Remittance:

SmartFill helps you find information in
Microsoft Dynamics GP AND your
third-party software up to 83% faster
with Rockton's quick and easy googlestyle data search tool.
zoom....

With SmartFill, simply type what you
know into the search bar. Maybe you
only have a few letters of a name or
part of an item ID. No problem! Simply
type it in and within a few seconds
you'll have all your matches listed
right in front of you. With the
SmartFill search tool, you'll even see
similar items that might have typos so
you don't enter anything twice.

One Time
When you are creating a check (no matter what method
you're using to create it) you have the option to Edit
Check. Choosing this brings you to the Edit Payables
Checks window. You can also get to this window by
going to Transactions > Purchasing > Edit Check. On the
bottom of the Edit Payables Checks window is a Check
Stub button:

SmartFill is an amazing productivity
tool for your entire team. Over 4,000
pre-defined lookups are built-in so
right out of the box you'll be ready to
search and go, or you can create
custom lookups on the fly however
and wherever you need them most.

Click on this link for a video demo.

For more information, please contact
Tommy Tastet at 985-892-2710 or
email tommyt@diamond-soft.com.

SAVE TIME WITH QUICK
JOURNALS
The Quick Journal is an excellent tool
for posting recurring journal entries
where the accounts stay the same
from period-to-period but the
amounts change. A good example of
this is a Monthly Vacation Accrual. The
Quick Journal is an excellent tool for
posting recurring journal entries
where the accounts stay the same
from period-to-period but the
amounts change. Quick Journals do

zoom....

The Check Stub button will bring up the Payables Check
Stub Documents window, listing all the items that can be
shown on this check stub:

not use batches but can be saved and
used multiple times.

Click here for instructions on how to
set up Quick Journals.

SAVE THE DATE FOR GPUG
USER SUMMIT 2019
October 15-18, 2019

zoom....

Orlando, FL

Find out more about the upcoming
2019 GP Users Group Summit.

HAVE YOU MISSED ANY OF
OUR NEWSLETTERS?
Click here to access all of our
newsletters.

You can deselect anything except invoices that this
particular check is paying and only selected items will
print on the check stub. No setting is saved
anywhere and only this one check is changed.
This method can be very useful for a quick 'clean up' of a
check.

MICROSOFT SUPPORT FOR WINDOWS
7 WILL END JANUARY 14, 2020
Computers that use Microsoft's Windows 7 will no
longer receive fixes and security patches after January
14, 2020. We recommend you make plans to upgrade
before then if any of your computers are still running
Windows 7.

